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Prior to setting up GrowFix, Ajinkya was the Vice

President at Mswipe Tech where he headed the

merchant lending business and built a 50Cr+

portfolio. During this time, he learned the workings

of the lending business while working closely with

many NBFCs. In 2014, Ajinkya established

Creditperiod.com, India’s first B2B credit wallet

which helped sellers to sell to buyers without

worrying about offering credit period.

Creditperiod.com was acquired by flexiloans.com in

2017.An IIT Gandhinagar graduate, Ajinkya has 8+

years of experience working in the lending industry

in India.

Their first product GrowFix Gold provides 9% FIXED

returns and allows an investment as low as 10k to get

started and that too without a lock-in period. With a

CRISIL rating A1+ (highest rating for a short-term

period), if you are wondering why is it called GrowFix

Gold, that’s because the asset has >1.5x gold as

collateral. The co-founders felt that the return on FDs

had declined significantly and retail investors have

limited options to invest in new asset classes

including debt instruments, leading to the inception

of GrowFix.
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Any particular reason you chose to focus on

fixed income assets at Growfix?

Why fixed income? Because I don’t like the volatility

in the stock market. I lent money to my father who

gave me a fixed return. Life is peaceful when you

know how much return you are going to make.

What is your take on investing in gold given it

can be more of an emotional investment than

a financial decision?

If you are holding gold physically, it answers your

question. It is an emotional decision.

Beyond that, gold is great to counter equity crashes

since it has the opposite momentum. 

Check out the article “Does Gold make sense in a

momentum strategy” on the capital mind.

Beyond leveraging opposite moving momentum, I

don't see much value in gold investing.

What have been your top 3 insights in fintech

over your long career in finance?

All fintech exists because banks are super lazy!

Related to lending: Lending till now was priced

based on risk/costs. Technology has enabled

product-based pricing. e.g. If the lender has a

cost of funds of 10%, ops 2%, NPA 1%, and profit

margin of 3%, then the lender would traditionally

charge the borrower 10+2+1+3 = 16%. Because of

technology, you can charge the borrower for the

value you deliver. The Zero EMI loan you take to

buy consumables has an IRR of 24%. Technology

has de-coupled price and risk.

In collections, all online mechanisms fail. You

have to be present offline. That's a big problem in

scaling digital lending.

For someone who's just getting started with

investing, how does Growfix help one secure

good returns, and is it a long term

investment?

We try to bring you products that are low in risk,

provide a fixed return, and are secured by real

assets.Yes, it is a long-term investment. The first

product is liquid but the next products are long

tenure products.

By sticking to funds which deal in AA- and above

level securities. That may provide lower return but it

would be for sure regular.

How to make a regular income from the

market/debt fund?
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I understand that you have collateral and that

the risk is low since the underlying security is

gold. But I'm sure there must be some risk for

any retail investor while investing in this

product - it can be an economic risk, if not

product-related risk.What do you think the

risks are?

Worst case: There is no underlying gold- there is a

fraud - but for this, we are getting fraud insurance.

So that's not a worry!

Another risk: If NBFC goes bankrupt, the liquidity

can be a problem, but money is still secured. As soon

as borrowers pay the money back( 3-4 months),

investors get their money.

Apart from this, We have mitigated pricing

fluctuations and other risks well.

I am currently at the idea stage of a venture

but I lack work experience, what would be

your one piece of advice for me as I don't

know where to begin?

First, understand whether you are building a

business or a start-upstart up.

Business: You don't innovate on something

unpredictable. You bring in operational efficiency.

Startup: Unpredictable product in a large market.

If you are building business, great. Be profitable

asap.

If its startup, raise some money( angel/ institutional

doesn't matter).

Online collection infrastructure. The lender should

be able to sue the borrower in court and get results

without having to go to his/her house. This is one

and probably the only thing that is holding digital

lending back.

Second, I would say, for any secured lending, online

lending is almost impossible because of the charge

creation process. It needs to be solved.

I don't think there is anything else that is significant.

Based on your experience at mswipe what are

the top 3 things that the Indian SMB lending

market needs for its growth?
What are the top 2 problems you think

collections have in our financial system?

It is not effective online. If the borrower doesn’t

cooperate, you can’t do much online. You have to go

offline. Court and its process is a huge drain of

resources. There has to be a way to handle it online.

What are the key challenges in getting

middle-income individuals to shift away from

traditional savings deposits and invest in fixed

income assets?

Lets first define income groups:

Anyone below 10L CTC, shouldn't invest in any other

asset classes except savings and deposits.

The key challenge is whether such assets provide a

higher return compared to the additional risk. If they

give a higher return for lower risk, then these assets

wouldpenetrate for sure.

When it comes to fixed income money

management, I look for SLR (Safety, Liquidity,

and Return) in that order. I have been looking

for the highest credit rating (AAA)

alternatives which can help me earn the

highest possible return (post-tax) in the next

36 months. Would you have any

recommendations based on your research or

analysis?

GrowFix Gold is rated A1+ which is the safest/highest

rating in short term. With the same underlying

portfolio, we are working on another product in

which after one year, the taxation will be similar to

LTCG for equities.In general, terms, if the instrument

is AAA rated then why would anyone get more

return than anyone else? You will always make a

market like return, right?
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I think it is more of a function of the investment

horizon. Anything that is less than a 5-year horizon

should be in debt assets class. About 10 years, in

equity. The middle one(5-10) is dependent on

personal choices/risk appetite.

There's this very famous saying that goes,

invest (100-your age)% of your savings/money

for investments in stocks or equity. What are

your thoughts on that and do you think fixed-

income assets can give sway to people who

really fixate on the 'compounding effect' of

equity?

What are the advantages of Gold debt funds

over regular debentures?

It is backed by a solid asset like gold so the money is

much safer.

Secondly, the instruments we are building are

bankruptcy remote. That means even if the NBFC

that we work with, goes bankrupt, the investment is

safe. This is a very big advantage in the Indian

scenario.

I get that MF fixed incomes have been giving

lukewarm returns when compared to other

schemes and this sounds like a great way to

give some more control in the hands of the

investor. But how does one decide how much

dry powder to allocate to an asset class like

this especially given the interest rate

environment trending towards 0, the general

low creditworthiness demonstrated by the

medium -small-sized corporates in India, and

a big gap in investor education around this

asset class?

About how much allocation: Any money that you

are parking for less than five years has to be in

debt assets regardless of how high/low the

returns of these debt assets are. Asset allocation

is a function of the investment period first and

then past returns.

About the creditworthiness of small-sized

corporates: It’s more of a corporate governance

issue. So more than investor education, it is an

issue of regulation. At GrowFix also, we are

funding retail loans and not corporate loans.

Thank you for the feedback on the product. As

much as we want to have all investors invest in this,

we can't. Simplifying beyond a point would lead to

misselling. It is a niche product and not for all retail

investors. We would any day prefer fewer genuine

investors over a massive number of customers who

don't have any idea about the product.

I am super fascinated by your product. It is

quite complex for laymen. How do you wish

to simplify this considering the huge financial

illiteracy in the country?

How credible bond ratings are? What are

practical ways to mitigate the risk involved

with flawed ratings? All in all, what other

things should an investor look at apart from

ratings of underlying assets/bonds while

choosing fixed-income assets to invest in.

The ratings are fairly right. What they don't /can't

predict: if there is fraud happening.However, the

market judges the trustworthiness of the leadership

team, and it’s reflected in bond prices. Let's say if all

AA-rated bonds are traded at 5-6% with 2-year

remaining maturity. And there is an AA rated bond

of some company traded at 9% YTM with a 2-year

maturity date. Then there is something happening

that the market insider knows but ratings haven't

factored in/ can't factor in.
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Why should an investor buy from Growfix if he

can directly buy the same product if it’s listed

in BSE?

The second product with which NBFC have

you tied up with?

We are involved in designing the product, so we are

the best people to tell you about the benefits and

risks.Even after listing, we take care of the liquidity. If

you directly buy from the market, then we are not

responsible for providing liquidity.There are many

benefits if you purchase it from GrowFix and no real

benefit if you do it directly. Why would you buy

directly without GrowFix then?For the next products,

we have tied up with 4-5 NBFCs. You will see the

names when the transactions go live.

No. There is always enough buffer. Generally, if the

loan is ₹ 100, then the mortgaged gold is ₹ 150. So

even if prices drop, there is a huge buffer. In case of

a sharp decline in prices, the gold can be liquidated

even before the loan maturity date. So the price

fluctuation risk is well mitigated.

I assume the risk for Growfix increases as the

Gold price decreases. How do you counter this

risk?

On the concept level, try to learn about asset classes

rather than some stocks. Understand how and

when to invest in different asset classes.

For practical tips: find out a friend who is a wise

investor. 

Remember the word wise and not smart.How to

differentiate: wise investors would try to hit the

benchmark of asset class( e.g. index fund in

equities). The smart one will try to beat the market.

Unless you learn how to hit benchmarks, you can't

even think of beating the market.On GrowFix:

Definitely invest but start small. understand how it

behaves, build confidence slowly before investing

more money.

What investment strategies would you

recommend for someone who just started

their first job and was little to no knowledge

of finance?  Where does GrowFix fit in?

Are there any commission agents to sell

products or is it completely direct, also what's

your Marketing strategy (TG, channels, Ads)?

For now, it’s direct. We would be launching a referral

program soon. We are also talking to a couple of

distributors.

We don't want to convince anyone to invest in Fixed

income products. We are building it for people who

want to invest in fixed income products, but they

can't because there are no attractive options.

Believe me, it’s a significant segment. Anyone who is

investing in equity markets( directly or through

Mutual Funds) for more than five years, by default,

understands the importance of fixed income

products and wants to invest in Fixed income

products.

I don't think they are going to be early adopters.

They would only come after they see social proof.

Like someone they know has already invested. The

early adopters are going to be people who are

comfortable investing online, and by seeing these

people invest, other people will come.

How do you convince the people in the age

group 20-40 to invest in fixed interest

instruments, given the supposedly lucrative

equity markets, which may not deliver the

returns it often promises. Given the age, their

high-risk appetite, and a bias for equity, how

do you plan to bring about this change?

How do you convince people in the age group

above 40, who may be interested in fixed

income products but may not be very

comfortable in investing online over

conventional fixed deposit products.
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Yes. Their cost of funds is 11%. Selling the

pool/securitization is also a method to raise debt for

these NBFCs. 

Liquidity costs are around 1%. Our take rate is about

1%.

No. That's why we create liquidity so when you sell,

there is someone ready to buy it at fair value. If

there is no liquidity, there might be ups and downs

in prices. Liquidity creates necessary price stability.

Why would an NBFC sell a pool of safest loans

to GrowFix at 11% (from the faq on the

website). Won't their cost of funds be around

that only?

So, would the take rate that GrowFix earns

would be ~1-2% after paying 9% to investors -

how does it then manage to pay off any costs

of funds used to give liquidity to investors?

Since the pass-thru certificates will be listed

on the stock market, so with ups and downs

in the market, is there a possibility that the

principal value may be lost if an investor

wants to convert these to cash by selling PTCs

on market?

TG: People have yearly income more than 10 Lacs,

who are comfortable making investments online(

this is a broader spectrum. 

Many segments inside this spectrum).We are going

to be omnichannel( direct+online+offline)

Investment products are inherently viral. In-

fact most of the people invest only by friends’

recommendations. So the idea is to deliver on

the product so that existing customers get

their friends.

Low ticket size, unsecured loans market is going to

be bad, in my opinion. Such lending models are

based on the fact that as repayment amounts are

low, most of the borrowers pay themselves;

therefore, collection costs are low. With pandemic,

the cost of the collections for such models is going

to be sky-high. I think credit underwriting keeps

getting re-assessed from time to time. Pandemic

has changed a lot of things, so it needs significant

re-valuation of underwriting policies.

How do you see the Fintech start-ups perform

in terms of low ticket size unsecured loan in

the coming months? Do you think fin techs

need to re-assess the credit underwriting and

risk assessment part going forward?

Frankly, nothing.

I mean some of the MBA founders I know are simply

great. I get to learn a lot from them but that's

because they are great learners not merely because

there are MBAs.

Any major difference you see between you

and founders who have done MBA?

I write about passive investing and only about that.

So people are clear what to expect.

Second, we put in a lot of effort to find out the

content for the post that delivers actual value for

the customers.

Also, the early group of passive investors were our

actual connections, they liked statuses/commented

on it and got us visibility and new followers. So you

have to build the initial audience manually.

When you say you got early customers via the

LinkedIn post. What have you done better

than anything else, that contribute to

attracting the early customer in term of

content strategy? Since there are so many

who post on LinkedIn and do not get the early

customers. Or specific insight you want to

share related to content?
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Five years ago also, Fintech was hot. That time

payments were hot. Mainly because mobile was

becoming ubiquitous. It was clear that the mobiles

would be used to make payments.

Now, you will see wealth-tech, SMBs payments

getting hot. It is because SMBs are online now, so

their payments would happen online and startups

would facilitate that.Wealth-tech because people

have learned how to invest online( thanks for direct

mutual funds and mutual fund Sahi hai campaign).

Not sure what would be hot after five years.

Generally, there is some massive underlying change

that creates an opening for a sector or subsector.

Then that sector becomes hot. Five years ago also,

fintech was hot. That time payments were hot.

Mainly because mobile was becoming ubiquitous. It

was clear that the mobiles would be used to make

payments.

Why is Fintech a hot space now and not 5

years ago? How would it look after 5 years?

After 10 years?


